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                North American's #1 Pergola Choice
                

              
                  
                    Best Engineered Award Winning Pergola Kit With Top Customer Service, PERIOD
                  

                

                  Get Your Strongest Pergola Kit! (In stock size ready to ship in 3 days)
                  
                


        

      

    


  


YOU DESERVE A VILLA, NOT JUST A HOME.

Transform your backyard into a stunning villa with our custom pergola kits. Crafted with a modern look and a sturdy aluminum frame, these pergolas offer long-lasting protection from all weather conditions. Experience the beauty of motorized louver functions and LED lighting.
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50,000+ Pergolas Shipped to Satisfied Business and Customers
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Villa Pergola
	13ft max span post to post
	80 MPH wind rating
	15 PSF snow rating
	Motorization and LED lighting.



              GET YOUR PERGOLA
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Need Custom size?

	20ft max span post to post, 
	120 MPH wind rating
	25/30 PSF snow rating
	Motorization and LED lighting.



              PICK YOUR PERGOLA
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ACCESSORIES
	Wind Resistant Screen/Shade,
	110V & 220V Heaters,
	Slat Fencing, Sliding Glass,
	Smart System, Sensor, and Etc.



              SHOP ACCESSORIES
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50,000 + Satisfied Customers
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Top Customer service
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Assembly 4-6 hrs

              LEARN MORE
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Who we are
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Testimonial

              READ MORE
            


  





  
      
        Let customers speak for us

        
          
          
            from 116 reviews
          
        
      

            
  (TrustPilot)
 Accessibility plus promp delivery. The shipment appears to have arrived intact and undamaged. Looks as though it should go together good.

 
 
   James Booher 
  04/04/2024 
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  (TrustPilot)
 Terrific company. They followed trough on every question I had.

 
 
   Joseph Polumbo 
  03/27/2024 
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  (Email)
 Just to get home owner some privacy, so we put BON Pergola Villa Pergola on with screen. Thank you BON Pergola. You guys pull through us very well. It came out Beautiful. Seamless well. Can't say enough good things about those guys. Quiet afforable as well.

 
 
   Jacobus Kok 
  03/23/2024 
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  (Google)
 I had a wonderful experience building a 10x13 pergola with motorized louvers and LED lighting. It was surprisingly quick/easy to install. Everything fit together as it was supposed to. I constructed it by myself and it took 7 hours from setting up tools, putting it together, anchoring the posts, and wiping it free of fingerprints. I wanted to be careful not to deviate from the instructions on my first Bon Pergola build. There is no doubt the next one I build will go much faster now that I've gotten my feet wet. It offers quicker profits from a contractor's perspective and really cool functionality for a user experience. The motor is solid and high quality. The LED lighting works well and seems to be easily replaceable when the lights decide to burn out. I am very happy with the Bon Pergola system, and I intend on marketing more to my clients.

 
 
   Mark MoseleyGarden Expert, Inc 
  03/23/2024 
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  (Google)
 I recently acquired the Bon Pergola Villa Pergola, and it has truly enhanced my outdoor living space. With dimensions of 10 x 13 feet, it provides ample coverage, allowing me to create a comfortable haven right in my backyard.


What distinguishes this pergola is its motorized louvers, offering effortless shade adjustment at the touch of a button. Additionally, the integration of a rain sensor adds practicality by automatically closing the louvers during inclement weather, sparing me the need to constantly monitor conditions.


Setting up the Bon Pergola Villa Pergola was straightforward, taking around 8 hours to complete. While the packaging ensured the safe arrival of all components, I found the instruction booklet to be somewhat outdated, prompting me to seek supplemental guidance online on their website.


What I appreciate most about this pergola is its ability to elevate the outdoor experience. By mitigating the need to constantly safeguard outdoor furniture, it allows for uninterrupted enjoyment of outdoor living, regardless of weather fluctuations.


In conclusion, if you're seeking to enhance your outdoor space with both functionality and style, the Bon Pergola Villa Pergola is worth considering. Its blend of practical features and aesthetic appeal makes it a valuable addition to any outdoor enthusiast's repertoire.

 
 
   Eleni Zimoulis 
  03/22/2024 
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  (Email)
 Most responsive company that I have work with so far. Look at the picutres. Needless to say.

 
 
   Tavon Reid 
  03/18/2024 
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  (Email)
 Just installed this past weekend. Took about a day and a half between three of us. Couldn’t be happier with the results!

 
 
   Art Gomez 
  02/29/2024 
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  (TrustPilot)
 Bon Pergola delivers excellence in every aspect. From the initial consultation to the final installation, their attention to detail is unmatched. My Pergola is not only beautiful but also durable. Thank you for enhancing my outdoor living experience!

 
 
   Bria Diaz 
  02/16/2024 
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  (TrustPilot)
 Extremely impressed with my 10x13 wall mount that I mounted to the roof instead for overlap due to low eaves. Honestly blown away with the look, quality, and performance this far. I would say I'm a competent DIY'er and installed by myself. If you are not 200lbs and workout definitely recommend a second set of hands. Just wanted to put perspective that it can be done alone. I hardwired everything into 12/2 Romex and it looks clean and works flawlessly. Customer Service was excellent with immediate responses and provided great links to YouTube and advice in a few spots I need guidance. Highly recommend!

 
 
   Andrew on Garland 
  02/15/2024 
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  (TrustPilot)
 Everything arrived in a timely manner and in good shape. Had I few issues with the instructions but figured them out with support from Bon Pergola. The quality seems to be quite good and everything works as expected. I pretty much built this by myself with an extra hand for the frame part.

 
 
   Robert Keller 
  02/15/2024 
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  (TrustPilot)
 Absolutely thrilled with my BON Pergola! The team's expertise shines through from start to finish. Every detail was handled with care, resulting in a stunning addition to my home. Highly recommend!

 
 
   Candice Wall 
  02/13/2024 
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  (Google)
 Good Craftsmanship Pergola

We ordered FreeStanding Dark Gray Villa Pergola 13x13 with (2) Wind Resistant Screens from Bon Pergola and installed on our 14x14 Trex deck. Loved it, fit perfectly and looked beautiful on our deck, motorized open/close and on/off LED cool lights via glass looked wall mounted and handheld remote controls. I wished the LED lighting had the option of  warm light instead of cool lighting but still great.

Good craftsmanship pergola, good quality and painting, firm protection of each single piece, shipping and handling are free and quick, quick response and ship out on shortage (2) bolts and nuts, great customer support service.

The instructions of Pergola and Wind Resistant Screen are little bit confusing but we figured out. Make sure you must increase tension at least two turns before putting it up, could be updated

The installation putting all together is easy, all bolts and holes are perfectly fit. I added 4x4 treated wood underneath 2x10 deck boards beams, total around 6” plus thick and anchored (4) posts corners with 3/8 x 8” long SS all threads rods and double SS nuts and fender washers and it is solid.

 
 
   Ha Le 
  02/12/2024 
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  (TrustPilot)
 David in customer service was excellent to deal with and was very knowledgeable on the product.

 
 
   Ashley Veitch 
  02/12/2024 
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  (TrustPilot)
 Excellent customer service! Easy ordering.

 
 
   Keith Wilson 
  02/12/2024 
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  (Email)
 Summers can be hot here in the South and, after suffering through several on our outdoor deck with little or no shade, we decided we had to have something more permanent than a small umbrella.  Bon Pergola and its awesome options for a very sturdy metal pergola with motorized upper slats that open and close, with a built in lighting system and built in raingutters was just the ticket.  Although we probably could have put it together ourselves, we outsourced that to a contractor friend who put the whole thing together in 4 hours.  It's fabulous, as the photos attest.  We are looking forward to being out there both during the day, when it's raining, and at night!

 
 
   Jarry Taylor 
  02/08/2024 
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BON PERGOLA DESIGNED IN CALIFORNIA
・TRULY FACTORY DIRECT. WE PROVIDE REAL TIME TROUBLESHOOTING AND SOLUTIONS.
・OUR OWN FACTORY, OUR OWN PRODUCTION, OUR OWN WAREHOUSE, OUR OWN TEAM.
・READY TO SHIP DIRECTLY FROM CALIFORNIA!
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                    WHY BON PERGOLA?
                  


            


          
      

        
            
              
                
                  
                    √ We are the leader in the industry.
                  
  


              
              
                
                  Not only we have sold more than 50,000 pergolas worldwide, but we also have 10 years of experience in fashion and 46 years of manufacturing experience of making shading system from indoor to outdoor, not only we have the true know how, but also the heart of developing good product in heart.

                

              

            

        
      

        
            
              
                
                  
                    √ Peace of mind. It is engineered to withstand wind and snow with industrial highest standard 10 years warranty.
                  
  


              
              
                
                  Our pergola is tested and engineered to hold up to high wind and snow. Read Next Question for detail.

                

              

            

        
      

        
            
              
                
                  
                    √ Can It Withhold Strong Wind?
                  
  


              
              
                
                  VILLA PERGOLA is tested and engineered to hold up to 80 mph winds while the louvers are closed. That is already low hurricane force wind! If the wind is over this range, please open the louvers to let the wind go through. We have many customers in the Florida area who gave us feedback that our Villa Pergola lasted through a hurricane while keeping the louvers open.
WEATHERPROOF PERGOLA and GRAND RETRACTABLE PERGOLA: It is tested and engineered to hold up to 120mph winds while the louvers are closed.


WIND RESISTANT SCREEN have a 60 mph wind resistant rating while closed. It is recommended to open the screens when strong winds come.

                

              

            

        
      

        
            
              
                
                  
                    √ Can It Withhold Snow?
                  
  


              
              
                
                  We are proud to say our Villa Pergola is engineered to withhold 15 PSF of snow load. Our Weatherproof pergola and grande retractable is engineered to withhold 25/30 PSF. That is a lot of snow! If the snow is over this range, please open the louvers to let the snow fall through.
WEATHERPROOF PERGOLA and GRAND RETRACTABLE is tested and engineered to hold up to 25/30PSF of snow load.



With mixing of wet and dry snow, this means it can hold about at least 1 ft tall of snow on top while the louvers are closed. It is recommended to open the louvers during storm or snow season. (Online sources states Dry snow is about 4PSF, Normal snow is about 6PSF, Wet snow is about 14PSF. Please note, this is for reference only.)

                

              

            

        
      

        
            
              
                
                  
                    √ Is It 100% Waterproof?
                  
  


              
              
                
                  Our VILLA PERGOLA and WEATHERPROOF PERGOLA is engineered to withhold a good amount of water from the louvers into its gutter system on the side, then empty out to the corner posts at ground level.

                

              

            

        
      

        
            
              
                
                  
                    √ What Is The Biggest Width With 4 Posts?
                  
  


              
              
                
                  Our VILLA PERGOLA is engineered to be 13ft apart without a center post. Our biggest pergola now with 4 posts is the 13x13’ with louvers that are 13ft wide.

WEATHERPROOF PERGOLA is engineered to be 19'8" apart without a center post.

                

              

            

        
      

        
            
              
                
                  
                    √ Real Factory With Real US professional customer service
                  
  


              
              
                
                  We are the only few companies in the market to build A-Z and retail in the same time with a big variety of pergola line to choose from with our industrial innovative development team that constantly travel around the world to utilize the latest technology to produce great pergola!!

                

              

            

        
      

        
            
              
                
                  
                    √ We have industrial highest standard 10 years warranty.
                  
  


              
              
                
                  As an industrial leader, we offer a 10 year limited warranty on the structure (frame, posts, and beams) and 2 years on fabric and electrical parts. (If the purchase is made on our own platform)Our villa pergola is engineered and built to last 20+ years with its material and how it’s made.

                

              

            

        
      

        
            
              
                
                  
                    √ So many more to choose from!
                  
  


              
              
                
                  Accessories include: Screens, Smart System, Heaters, Sensor, Slat Fencing, Sliding Glass and many more to come!
You can find our addons in accessories tap! There are many quality ones you can choose from. And more are coming!

                

              

            

        
      

        
            
              
                
                  
                    √ Who doesn't like an Award winning art piece and structure sitting in their backyard? Villa Pergola Awarded for Silver GLOBAL INNOVATION and Silver MOST VALUE PRODUCT.
                  
  


              
              
                
                  Villa Pergola receive Silver Award of Global Innovation from THE NATIONALS (the well known trade show of 2022 International Builder Show IBS/NAHB ) and Silver Award of MOST VALUE PRODUCT

                

              

            

        
      

        
            
              
                
                  
                    √ Smart and fun. It can really be a smart pergola.
                  
  


              
              
                
                  With the integration of our Bond Bridge smart home system, our pergola, its lights, and screens will connect into the Bond home app to be able to control directly from your phone!

                

              

            

        
      

        
            
              
                
                  
                    √ Cranking? No. It is motorized with lighting, amazing, right?
                  
  


              
              
                
                  All Villa Pergola comes with motorization and LED lighting. Screens are also available!

                

              

            

        
      

        
            
              
                
                  
                    √ Who doesn't like easy and strong? It is very sturdy and easy to assemble.
                  
  


              
              
                
                  Two handy people + 4-6 hours = Complete Villa into your backyard.
With our years of making aluminum louvered pergola kits, we are able to find the right DOs and DON’Ts to make the assembly our pergolas as smooth and fast as possible. Even our lighting is simply a twist in and it’s ready to go!

                

              

            

        
      

        
            
              
                
                  
                    √ Investment? Villa Pergola is one the HIGHEST VALUE For Money Product you can have.
                  
  


              
              
                
                  BON Pergola not only adds shades to your yard, but it also protect your family and friend from the heat and sun burn, your furniture from damage, and your appliance from rust and wearing. That is the true value of Villa Pergola.

                

              

            

        
      

        
            
              
                
                  
                    √ Elegant and wide view. It has 13ft or 19ft width span/length without center post to keep your area clean!
                  
  


              
              
                
                  Our VILLA PERGOLA is engineered to have 13ft span without a center post. Our biggest villa pergola now with 4 posts is the 13x13’ with louvers that are 13ft wide.This is not what economy brand can do. Guarantee.

Our WEATHERPROOF PERGOLA is engineered to be 20' span without center post! Our Biggest weatherproof pergola kit is 15x19'

                

              

            

        
      

        
            
              
                
                  
                    √ What is a Louver Aluminum pergola?
                  
  


              
              
                
                  Step into a world where the louvers on top of the structure open and close, giving you complete control over the amount of protection you desire. Say goodbye to concerns about rust or rot - this is a durable solution that will stand the test of time!
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        Get in touch
      


      	
            
              
              949-716-3678
            
          
	
            
              
              hello@bonpergola.com
            
          


    

        
          Follow us
        

        	
      
        
        Instagram
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        YouTube
      
    



      





Locations



	Showroom: 
 (M-F 10am-5pm) 
 22600A Lambert Street, Suite 708 Lake Forest CA, 92630  (949) 716 3678
	 Warehouse: 
 8945 Dice Rd, Santa Fe Springs, CA, 90670, USA  (949) 716 3678
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